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Synchrotron powder diffraction line broadening analysis of dislocations in
LaNi –H5
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Abstract

In situ synchrotron powder diffraction data for the LaNi –H system were collected and the dislocation structures formed during the5

hydrogen activation cycle were studied by Rietveld refinement analysis in which anisotropic line broadening was modeled by dislocation
scattering. Marginal line broadening was observed in the a phase formed by the very first hydrogen absorption by virgin metal. It is best

] 10 11 2modeled by dislocation a /3k2110l on basal h0001j slip planes, with density 10 –10 /cm . In the b phase (LaNi H ) and the activated5 ¯6]
a phase (LaNi H , postdesorption), in contrast, the majority of dislocations is prismatic with a h0110j slip plane and the same Burgers5 ¯0.4

12 2vector, with only a small proportion (| 15%) of dislocations having basal slip planes. High dislocation densities of the order of 10 /cm
are associated with distributed strain fields of intermediate range. These results support the proposition that the dislocation structure is
inheritable during the a–b phase transition, with the dislocations from the first-formed a phase on basal planes, and the majority created
during nucleation and growth of the b phase on the prismatic planes, all being retained during subsequent phase transitions.  2002
Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction in a very large pressure hysteresis which decreases and
becomes stable during the first several absorption–desorp-

It has been known for many years that the powder tion cycles.
diffraction method can in principle provide information on TEM examinations suggested that the principal defects
dislocation structures [1–3]. It has only recently been are dislocations [9–11]. The X-ray orientation factor for

] ]
shown that dislocation-induced anisotropic line broadening the dislocation system a /3k2110lh0110j is consistent with
effects in diffraction patterns can be conveniently modeled the anisotropic broadening observed in activated LaNi ,5

as part of the Rietveld refinement process, and thereby and a preliminary analysis was successfully carried out to
provide invaluable information on the dislocation structure demonstrate the applicability of the Rietveld refinement
of the studied materials [4,5]. method to dislocation studies [5].

The first absorption of hydrogen by virgin LaNi is a In a recent study by Cerny et al. [12], the co-existence5

very complicated process, which involves the nucleation of of a fraction (|10%) of a second type of dislocation
]

the b phase, fracture and the introduction of large numbers system a /3k2110lh0001j in activated LaNi was also5

of lattice defects into the alloy. This results in highly revealed from the analysis of high resolution synchrotron
characteristic anisotropic diffraction peak broadening [6– powder diffraction data. A recent study of the activation
8], in which (00l) peaks are narrowest while (hk0) peaks process by in situ neutron diffraction [8] has indicated that
are broadest. These microscopic processes are manifested the absorption of hydrogen by virgin LaNi (activation)5

occurs by a mechanism which is fundamentally different to
that operating subsequently in activated materials. There-
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broadening model to obtain some detailed information atoms in the unit-cell [15]. No attempt was made to locate
about the dislocation structure developed during nuclea- the weakly-scattering H atoms in the unit cell.
tion, hydrogen absorption and hydrogen desorption during The anisotropic line broadening was analyzed as previ-
the activation cycle. ously detailed [4,5] based on the theories of Krivoglaz et

al. [1] and Wilkens [2]. The integral breadth b is related to
2the dislocation structure of the crystallites by b 5 rx f(M)

2tan u [4], where r is the dislocation density, x is the
2. Experimental procedure and analysis X-ray orientation factor for the dislocation slip system

[3,4], f(M) is a function of the dimensionless dislocation
LaNi alloy (NUCOR Research Chemicals No. 1241 distribution parameter M, which is in turn given by M 55

with a composition of LaNi ) and ultrahigh purity r r (where r is the outer cut-off radius of the dislocation4.93 c c

hydrogen (up to 99.999%) purified and stored in a LaNi strain field) and is strongly related to the shape of the5

reservoir were used. diffraction peak [2,4]. With the aid of the peak shape
1 / 2The diffraction data were collected using BigDiff at the parameter, y 5 b /p b , where b and b are theL G L G

Australian National Beamline Facility at the Photon Fac- integral breadths of the Lorentzian and Gaussian com-
tory of KEK in Tsukuba, Japan [13]. The beamline ponents of the Voigt function, the dislocation-induced
monochromator is a Si(111) channel-cut crystal located broadening was modeled by refinable parameters related to
about 11 m from the synchrotron source. The diffractome- the dislocation density (r) and dislocation structure (x and
ter is a cylindrical cassette camera of radius 573 mm, M) in the crystallites [4,5]. The instrumental breadth
accommodating imaging plates for rapid pattern collection. parameters for the diffractometer were obtained by refine-
The resolution is classed as high. ment of the standard Si powder pattern used for the

About 10 mg of LaNi powder sieved to ,53 mm was wavelength calibration. With dislocation scattering now5

loaded into an Al capillary sample holder (0.6 mm outer contributing to the Lorentzian breadth, the crystallite
diameter, 0.3 mm inner diameter), rated to more than 30 (domain) size broadening (expected to be Lorentzian)
bar pressure at 1008C. To enable continuous monitoring of appeared to be small, so it was fixed at the value derived
the hydrogen pressure over the sample, a Sieverts-type from the reference LaNi (P0). For a given dislocation5

hydrogenator was mounted within the camera cassette, on system, the program calculates the hkl dependence of x,
the diffractometer table. This permitted the sample to be and defines the associated broadening of each reflection.
rotated to achieve good powder averaging. The powder The possibility of having a mixture of two types of straight
diffraction patterns were recorded on a set of two imaging dislocation slip systems for x in each phase was incorpo-
plates covering the 2u range 658 to 6458. The imaging rated into the program to deal with more complicated
plates were exposed for 10 min with the cassette evacuated dislocation configurations such as that suggested by Cerny
to |0.1 Torr. High-resolution intensity vs. 2u scans with et al. [12].
0.018 step size were extracted from the imaging plates To account for the Al peaks from the sample cell, and
using a BAS2000 image plate scanner. their extended tails, without losing intensity contributed by

Powder patterns were collected in situ at room tempera- neighbouring LaNi reflections, the intensities of the Al5

ture (218C) for the LaNi samples hydrogenated at various peaks were fitted regardless of the Al structure during the5

pressures (indicated as P1–P9) according to a previously refinements. By this means, values of the agreement index
measured pressure–composition phase diagram for activa- R around 5% were obtained.wp

tion of this particular LaNi batch [7]. The hydrogenation5

was allowed to proceed for |30 min for the reaction to
reach quasiequilibrium before each diffraction measure- 3. Results and discussion
ment. The hydrogen-to-metal atomic ratio (H/M) at each
pressure was determined by quantitative phase analysis, The in situ synchrotron powder diffraction patterns
assuming hydrogen concentrations of x50.4 and x56 for collected at various pressures for the first absorption–
a-and b-phase hydrides LaNi H , respectively. The dif- desorption cycle of LaNi are shown in Fig. 1. The results5 x 5

fraction pattern of the virgin LaNi alloy in a 0.3-mm glass of the subsequent line broadening analysis, including5

capillary was also recorded for reference (indicated as P0). calculated dislocation densities and structures, are summa-
˚The X-ray wavelength was determined to be 0.62649 A rised in Table 1. The atomic coordinates derived from the

from a standard NBS Si sample. refinements have not been included, since these were
The crystal and dislocation structures were analysed consistent with literature values, and are not the main

using a customised version of the Rietveld program LHPM concern in this study. The refined profiles of two selected
[14]. LaNi and its a-phase hydrides were modeled in synchrotron diffraction patterns are presented in Fig. 2.5

space group P6/mmm. The b phase was modeled in space The calculated lattice parameters of each phase at different
group P31m, which permits some displacement of the Ni pressures are displayed in Fig. 3.
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]
3k2110l on basal slip planes h0001j with density |13

10 210 /cm , associated with a moderate strain field (M|1.3).
The agreement of this model is marginally better than an
isotropic broadening approach (of unspecified origin) and
models containing other dislocation systems. At the next-
highest pressure (P2), the a phase is present as a small
fraction (14%), but the broadening can still be assessed as
arising in the same dislocation structure but with a short-
ranged strain field (M|0.3) and a high dislocation density

11 2(| 3310 /cm ). Though sharing the same Burgers vector
]

a /3k2110l, this dislocation structure is qualitatively differ-
ent from that in fully activated LaNi (dislocation pre-5]
dominantly on h0110j planes) reported previously [5,12].
This new result in fact agrees with the observations of
h0001j slip planes in the a phase during TEM examina-
tions [11].

The development of the b phase in the two-phase region
(P1 and P2) follows an opposite trend, with only a small

]
proportion (| 15%) of a /3k2110l dislocations on the basal
plane, and the majority on prismatic planes. This suggests
that the nucleation of b-phase precipitates preserves the
dislocation structure on basal planes from the parent a

phase, but growth occurs preferentially on prismatic
planes. Very high dislocation densities were calculated for
the b-phase in the two phase region, though these must be
regarded as only indicative owing to the difficulty of
estimating dislocation density from peaks with low M
values [4]. However, the low M values do reflect a higher
Lorentzian contribution to the peaks, suggesting that
relatively short-ranged strain fields have been built up
around the a–b phase interface due to the lattice misfit
between the two phases. The misfit around b-phase
precipitates appears to have only a minor effect on the a

phase when the a phase predominates near the a /a–b-
phase boundary, as indicated by the low dislocation
density and anisotropic lattice expansion of the unit cell at

Fig. 1. In situ synchrotron powder diffraction patterns collected at P1 (see Fig. 3). This agrees with the incoherent nature of
pressures detailed in Table 1 during the first hydrogen absorption–

the interface in this region deduced from lattice parameterdesorption cycle of LaNi . Reflections marked with * are from that of Al5

measurements [8], and could help to explain the sig-sample holder and have been cut to the sample reflection level.
nificantly larger pressure hysteresis in the initial absorp-
tion–desorption cycle (e.g. [7]). However, the a phase near

According to Table 1, the diffraction patterns can the a–b /b-phase boundary (P2) appears to have been
roughly be divided into four regions. P1 and P2 are in the affected by the misfit, generating a high density of
two-phase region of the absorption plateau; P3, P4, P5 are dislocations and isotropic expansion of both a and c axes,
in the pure b-phase region of desorption. P6, with ,1% of indicating that the interface could become coherent at the
a phase present, is at the boundary of the two-phase region b-phase end the two-phase region [16]. This is readily
and so belongs with P3–P5. P7 is in the two-phase region understood as a result of the diminution of the size of the
of the desorption plateau. P8 and P9 are in the pure a-phase particles as b-phase fragments form and separate
a-phase region of the desorption isotherm. by fracture or spallation [8]: eventually, the particles will

At P1 (560 kPa) the sample is |20% b phase, so the be small enough for some strain relaxation to occur,
predominant phase remains ‘preactivated’ a phase. There leading to partial lattice coherency.
is very little broadening and not much anisotropy in this At higher pressure (P3, 1300 kPa), the sample becomes
form of the a phase. However, the high resolution of the pure b-phase hydride. Here the dislocation structure is
diffractometer permits analysis, and the weak anisotropic similar to that in the P2 state near the a–b /b-phase
broadening can be described by edge dislocations a / boundary. In the next three steps (P4, P5 and P6) of
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Table 1
Dislocation structures derived from in situ synchrotron powder diffraction line broadening analysis

Sample Dislocation
conditions configurations

P0: Virgin powder e 50.06%, D5400(10) nmrms

] 10 2P1: Absorption a-phase: 81.2% a /3k2110lh0001j M51.3; r 51.2310 /cma ] ] ]
P5560 kPa b-phase: 18.8% a /3k2110lh0110j 86%; a /3k2110lh0001j 14%b b

12 2 aM|0.3; r |9310 /cm
] ] ]

P2: Absorption b-phase: 85.9% a /3k2110lh0110j 84%; a /3k2110lh0001j 16%b b
12 2P5890 kPa M|0.8, r |2310 /cm

] 11 2 a
a-phase: 14.1% a /3k2110lh0001j M|0.4; r |3310 /cma

] ] ]
P3: Absorption b-phase: a /3k2110lh0110j 85%; a /3k2110lh0001j 15%b b

12 2P51300 kPa M50.9; r 51.6310 /cm
] ] ]

P4: Desorption b-phase: a /3k2110lh0110j 86%; a /3k2110lh0001j 14%b b
12 2P5880 kPa M50.8; r 52.0310 /cm

] ] ]
P5: Desorption b-phase: a /3k2110lh0110j 85%; a /3k2110lh0001j 15%b b

12 2P5600 kPa M50.7; r 52.0310 /cm
] ] ]

P6: Desorption b-phase: a /3k2110lh0110j 81%; a /3k2110lh0001j 19%b b
12 2P5320 kPa M50.7; r 52.0310 /cm
] ] ]

P7: Desorption b-phase: 63.7% a /3k2110lh0110j 79%; a /3k2110lh0001j 21%b b
13 2 aP5140 kPa M|0.2, r |2310 /cm

] ] ]
(assuming zero a-phase: 36.3% a /3k2110lh0110j 87%; a /3k2110lh0001j 13%a a

12 2coherency strain) M|0.6, r |3310 /cm
] ] ]

P8: Desorption a-phase: a /3k2110lh0110j 85%; a /3k2110lh0001j 15%a a
12 2P560 kPa M51.0; r 51.4310 /cm

] ] ]
P9: Desorption a-phase: a /3k2110lh0110j 89%; a /3k2110lh0001j11%a a

12 2Vacuum, P|1 kPa M51.3; r 51.1310 /cm
a The value of the calculated dislocation density is only indicative.

desorption down to the b /b1a phase boundary at 320 dislocation analysis of the dehydrided metal confirmed the
kPa, the dislocation densities are very similar, and essen- dislocation structure derived by Cerny et al [12], who
tially independent of hydrogen content and lattice parame- found about 90% of dislocations on prismatic planes and
ters (Fig. 3). However there is a slight increase in the 10% on basal planes, although their total calculated

11 2Lorentzian component (indicated by the value of M), dislocation density was lower (|10 /cm ) than we ob-
suggesting a shorter-ranged strain field and a slightly tained. An error in the Burgers vector for LaNi resulting5

relaxed dislocation distribution. in higher calculated dislocation density in [5] has been
In the P7 state (desorption, 140 kPa), 40% a phase and corrected in this work. However, the discrepancy between

60% b phase co-exist. The same type of dislocation this work and Cerny et al.,’s [12] is still relatively high,
structure (Table 1) was used to model the broadening in though the measured line broadening in both appears to be
both phases in this region. As found in the P1 and P2 the same. The latest TEM study of activated LaNi [18]5

12 2conditions, the predominantly Lorentzian profile of the produced density estimates above 10 /cm .
strongly broadened peaks suggests high dislocation den-
sities and short-ranged strain fields. In this condition,
however, the a and b phases interact mechanically [17], so 4. Conclusions
some of the strain broadening must come from lattice
parameter misfit at the now partially coherent a-b inter- The combination of in situ synchrotron powder diffrac-
face. tion with Rietveld profile analysis implementing a dis-

Further desorption (P8 at 60 kPa and P9 in vacuum) location-induced line broadening model have elucidated
recovers the pure a phase. The dislocation structure is the dislocation structures formed in LaNi and its a-and5

however quite different from that in the preactivated a b-hydrides during the first hydrogenation–dehydrogenation
phase and practically identical to that of the b phase. Thus cycle.

]
the b-phase dislocation structure appears to survive the Dislocations a /3k2110l on basal planes were found in
reverse phase transition to be inherited by the a phase. The the preactivated a phase. Our results suggest that, while
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Fig. 3. Measured lattice parameters of each phase at the various pressures
noted in Table 1 during absorption (solid lines) and desorption (dashed
lines).
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